APPLICATION COVERPAGE

APPLICATION MUST BE SENT ELECTRONICALLY

APPLYING FOR (check one)
☐ Summer Research in Biomedical Sciences (SRA) PLME undergraduates Only
☐ Summer Research Assistantship–Emergency Medicine (SRA–EM)

STUDENT NAME ______________________________________________________

CLASS (e.g.: MD 2018, PLME 2016): _____________________________________

STATUS (e.g.: PLME freshman, MD YR 1) ________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS ______________________________________________________

PREVIOUS SRA or Fellowship:  Yes ______  No ______

BROWN FACULTY NAME: ______________________________________________

BROWN DEPARTMENT OF: ______________________________________________

Be sure that the SRA Faculty Letter is received by Hilary Sweigart by 5PM,
February 2, 2015

PROJECT YEAR:  Summer of 2015

PROJECT TITLE: _________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Email to Hilary_Sweigart@Brown.edu, by 5PM, Feb 2, 2015
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
(Limited to 3 pages)

Include a statement of your background, noting pertinent courses and research experience to indicate the appropriateness of the proposed research program to your educational level.

IRB or IACUC approval
For human subjects, this includes data collection from living individuals through interaction or intervention, or data collection of identifiable, private information through secondary data analysis. Also please provide documentation that verifies approval by the respective IRB of the institution where the research will be carried out, if other than Brown University.

For guidelines on use of human subjects, visit http://research.brown.edu/rschadmin/hrpo.php.

Please do not hesitate to contact
Susan Toppin, Senior IRB Manager (863-9206)
or
Susan Carton-Lopez, IRB Manager (863-9639)

DEADLINE: 5 PM, FEBRUARY 2, 2015

Email to Hilary_Sweigart@Brown.edu, by 5PM, 2/3/14